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SUMMARY

Worked on building, integrating, calibrating system and sub-system for 18 years. Recently started 
working in a higher level of system and sub-system test for the past 2 years: troubleshoot skills 
for in semiconductor equipment production. I'm a hard-working employee who goes above and 
beyond job requirements and has received the employee of the month award: flexible schedule, 
willingness to work long hours, working efficiently under pressure, completing tasks in a timely 
manner.

SKILLS

Leadership, Monitoring Skills.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Manufacturing Leader
ABC Corporation  September 2004 – June 2010 
 Partnered closely with FSA/Line team to drive out losses and develop and engage team 

members in foundational systems.
 Led projects for the Bars department including Human Safety, Food Safety, and Improvement-

plan focused initiatives.
 Adjusted to multiple demands, shifting work priorities, ambiguity, adversity, and change.
 Planned, led, and executed strategic initiatives in a complex environment.
 Matured approach to challenging situations and environments.
 Experienced successfully leading projects or other large improvement plan initiatives.
 Monitored safety performance of the team and insure proper Personal Protection Equipment 

(PPE) is available and being used appropriately, and insure proper resources are available.

Manufacturing Leader
Delta Corporation  1999 – 2004 
 Managed a 100,000-sq.
 Six shift 24/7 business comprised of 150 direct reports spanning four departments (Sheet 

Metal Fabrication, Welding, E-coat, and Powder Coat) - .
 Led the department for the first time in plant history to go without an OSHA recordable over a

year span consisting of 300,000 worked hours - Coached .
 Third shift manufacturing leader in charge of overall plant operations.
 Managed third shift personnel who work on the main weld lines, sub-assembly, ball-joint and 

bushing machine, E-Coat, Quality and Shipping Worked the .
 Leading the strategic and financial execution of a 12 million case production facility with a 

nine million dollar operating budget.
 Directly responsible for five supervisors and 52 front line employees comprised of warehouse 

and production employees.

EDUCATION

B.S. In Economics
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